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	ABSTRACT TITLE: Prophylactic tranexamic acid in benign hysterectomy, a randomized placebo-controlled trial
	ABSTRACT AUTHORS AND AFFILIATIONS: Märta Topsoee, Department for Obstetrics and Gynecology, North Zealand Hospital, University of Copenhagen, Dyrehavevej 29, 3400 Hilleroed, Denmark; Thomas Bergholt, Department of Obstetrics, Rigshospitalet, University of Copenhagen, Blegdamsvej 9, 2100 Copenhagen, Denmark; Bent Ottesen, The Juliane Marie Centre, Rigshospitalet, University of Copenhagen, Denmark, Blegdamsvej 9, 2100 Copenhagen, Denmark;  Annette Settnes, Department for Obstetrics and Gynecology, North Zealand Hospital, University of Copenhagen, Dyrehavevej 29, 3400 Hilleroed, Denmark.
	ABSTRACT TEXT: Objective: To investigate the anti-hemorrhagic effect of prophylactic tranexamic acid (TA) in elective benign hysterectomy. Study design: A double-blinded randomized placebo-controlled trial was conducted at four Gynecological departments in Denmark from April 2013 to October 2014. A total of 332 women undergoing benign abdominal, laparoscopic or vaginal hysterectomy were included and randomized to either 1 g of intravenous TA or placebo at start of surgery. Results: Intraoperative total blood loss was significantly reduced in the TA group compared to the placebo group when estimated both subjectively by the surgeon and objectively by weight (98.4 ml vs 134.8 ml, P = .006 and 100.0 ml vs 166.0 ml, P = .004). The incidence of blood loss ≥500 ml was also significantly reduced (6 vs 21, P = .003), as well as the use of open-label TA (7 vs 18, P = .024). Furthermore, the risk of reoperations due to postoperative hemorrhage was significantly reduced in the TA group compared to the placebo group (2 vs 9, P = .034). This corresponded to an absolute risk reduction of 4.2% and number-needed-to-treat of 24. No incidence of thromboembolic events or death was observed in any of the groups. Conclusion: Our results suggest that tranexamic acid reduces overall total blood loss, the incidence of substantial blood loss and the need for reoperations due to postoperative hemorrhage in relation to benign hysterectomy. This without increasing the risk of serious adverse events. Thus, TA should be considered as a prophylactic treatment prior to elective benign hysterectomy.


